Food for unity: Every Thursday night
as Shabbos approaches, the entire
spectrum of the Jewish community
rallies arounds its hungriest—no
intrusive questions asked.

WHERE
KLAL YISRAEL
GETS PACKING

45 MEMORABLE MINUTES AT TOMCHEI SHABBOS OF
ROCKLAND COUNTY’S DISTRIBUTION WAREHOUSE
BY MENDY HECHT

It’s shortly after 8:15 p.m. on Thursday night,
January 24, when a volunteer picks me up.
The first thing he says is, it’s not about him. Okay, so no name? No
problem.
I’ll soon see what he means.
But on the ride through the dark Monsey roads at night, we talk Tomchei Shabbos.
“The message is participation,” he chirps, excitedly. “The message is
Klal Yisrael.” He’s clearly enthused about the program I’m about to see
with my own eyes. I’ll soon find out why.
While Tomchei Shabbos of Rockland is hardly the first Shabbos food
distribution program in the greater New York Jewish community (there
was one in Brooklyn before them, he says), the Monsey program has been
in existence for almost 29 years. He’s been there from Day One.
The program consists primarily of what might be called its “Shabbos boxes”— otherwise ordinary cardboard grocery store delivery boxes
brimming with Shabbos staples. These include fresh vegetables and
often fruits, challos, grape juice, frozen fish and chicken, and lots more.
Since its inception, one set of a growing cadre of volunteers arrives
on Thursday night to pack dozens of boxes with the Day of Rest comestibles. Later, dozens of volunteer drivers will show up to run dozens of area
routes to drop the boxes off.
My volunteer guide explains that the organizers have the routes and
volunteers down to a science, such that anonymity and confidentiali8

ty are highly protected — by having volunteers from one neighborhood
deliver in other neighborhoods so that they don’t drop off boxes to people
they might know, and thus they avoid embarrassing them.
In fact, doing it this way constitutes the Rambam’s seventh level of
tzedakah — where the giver, or in this case, the volunteer deliverer —
doesn’t know the recipient.
But Tomchei Shabbos of Rockland County doesn’t simply aspire to the
heights of Torah social justice in direct food provision — it also does so
by engendering the financial independence needed to not even require
direct food provision. Tomchei Shabbos runs an employment placement
office, with one full-time employee whose job is to help applicants get
jobs.
That office has been in operation for five years, says my still-anonymous
guide.
Another office run by Tomchei Shabbos takes chessed even a step further — it provides training in basic computing and other skills, thereby
boosting the education level of the community and hence, the marketability of unemployed community members who are looking for jobs.
Tomchei Shabbos also runs a clothing store each year before Pesach
and Sukkos, allowing struggling community members to shop in privacy
and dignity for quality new attire for their children and themselves. That
program alone costs $200,000, my guide says.
But now, we’ve arrived at Spook Rock Industrial Park.
My volunteer driver turns off the road into a driveway flanked by bleak
industrial units. We roll past drab concrete walls punctuated by gritty
steel truck bays deep in the park, passing parked snow plows, and we park
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Like father, like son: Yehuda Reiss reaches
for a bag of carrots while older brother
Tzadok (R) and father Ralph (L) stock
boxes. Ralph has been bringing his boys to
Tomchei Shabbos for years now.

“Isn’t it amazing?” he says,
quite without pretense. I have
to agree. There really are no
words for seeing the whole of
Klal Yisrael represented here, all
packing boxes for people they
most likely never will know.
adjacent to an assortment of sedans, SUVs and minivans. We’re here.
Through a single door, my energetic host bursts onto a scene of organized chaos.
Dozens of men and boys of all ages and minhagim, from Chassidim
with peyos to clean-shaven Ashkenazim, are bustling about in a scene
that is part airport, part military base and part summer-camp backstage
before the big play. And boxes are everywhere.
My guide jumps right into the action. “What’s the hechsher on that Cornish hen?” he asks another coordinator. The program frequently receives
donations of various foodstuffs, and while the general “menu” of staples
remains the same, the packages sent each week often contain oddities
not on the average basic Shabbos shopping list. Apparently someone, or
some company, donated a shipment of Cornish hens — Tomchei Shabbos
recipients this week are in for a real treat.
The volunteer body is just as diverse as the contents of the boxes they
pack. A few are not even (yet) frum. One such fine gentleman is a man
from Nanuet, whom we’ll call Harvey. That village is not particularly
Orthodox at all, and isn’t what comes to mind when you say, “Monsey.”
But Harvey heard about Tomchei Shabbos a few years ago, came by one
time, and was smitten. He’s been coming ever since.
Everything is happening all at once.
Along racks lining three sides of one smaller room, and along both sides
of a fixture in the main room, gaping boxes are waiting to be stuffed. At
the warehouse’s right, there is a walk-in freezer where crates of eggs and
frozen goods are displayed, with volunteers wheeling them to the racks
for individual placement. Right outside the freezer, a group of young men
— including a spry, smiling fellow in a wheelchair — fill plastic bags with
tomatoes, which are carted off in short order, with military precision. On
the other side of the room, a man and his two sons are ripping bags of carrots and potatoes out of giant commercial sacks and tossing them into the
boxes. I find myself helping them, my notepad and camera stuffed into my
pocket.
Walking back to the center of the warehouse, a bear of a volunteer is
flattening boxes with his bare hands. Cardboard containers of all types
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Im ein kemach…: Two volunteers
confer on the fly on ensuring that
everyone gets what they need,
down to the very bread – and
sometimes butter, too.

are emptied rapidly around here as delivery boxes are filled, and someone
— namely, “Mr. Bear” — has to engage in Cardboard Control. Volunteers
scurrying from place to place will automatically grab stray boxes and toss
them onto a designated pile, where the “bear” and his tractor-like hands
and arms make short shrift of a mountain of cardboard, turning it into a
neat pile of flattened brown surfaces. I join Mr. Bear for a few minutes,
but can’t keep up.
A moment later, my guide and I pass each other, both busy with some
immediate task. “Isn’t it amazing?” he says, quite without pretense. I have
to agree. There really are no words for seeing the whole of Klal Yisrael
represented here, all packing boxes for people they most likely never will
know.
This has been one of the fastest 45 minutes of my life (Not to mention
a most memorable lesson in my recent life.)
The action and hubbub is dying down a bit as the clock approaches
9:30 p.m.
For the past 25 minutes, minus a few minutes here and there literally
lending a hand, I’ve been shuttling about the warehouse snapping photos.
Now it’s not as busy as it was even 10 minutes ago. I notice that several volunteers, who seemed moments ago to be everywhere at once, are
nowhere to be found.
Act Two will soon begin.
While Tomchei Shabbos sends out about 500 boxes every Thursday
night (things slow down a bit during the summer, my guide notes), about
150 volunteer drivers will show up shortly to collect those boxes and
drive them all over Monsey to the doors of those who need them most.
In the growing quiet, I find myself chatting with a couple of volunteers
working with unloading boxes of bananas. Some tell me they don’t want
their photos taken when they learn what I’m doing here. I’m only too glad
to comply — hey, a community newspaper is a respectful newspaper, and
nobody goes in if they don’t want to be in.
One gentleman is rather bemused, though, upon finding out that
Tomchei Shabbos of Rockland County’s volunteer warehouse operation
is being covered by Hamodia.
“Hamodia?!” he exclaims with an incredulous smile that’s all heart. “I
just looked at it last night!”n
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